Episode 5: What If God Was One of Us?
The Gospels + Acts:
The author and theologian Mark Allen Powell describes the
four gospels as though they are series of paintings by four
different people. Each image might show a specific quality,
and some might capture the realism of the person Jesus.
Others might depict the compassionate image of Jesus
cradling a lamb or the disgruntled image of Jesus yelling at the Pharisees. Each image lends
itself to the interpretation and question, "Which Jesus do I want to present? What element of
the person do I want to emphasize?"1 As we work to discover these sacred texts, it might
benefit all to remember that imagery for the painting of Jesus and the ways in which an artist
paints a portrait.
At their fundamental core, the Gospels tell the story of Jesus, his disciples, and the ministry
which Jesus began here on earth. They emphasize their points by utilizing genealogies, hymns,
parables, miracles, and speeches as a means of communicating the evangelistic message of
Christ to the world. The word “Gospel” comes from the Greek word “euangelion," which means
"good news." It refers to the proclamation that Jesus has brought Good News to our world
through his life, death, and resurrection as a fulfillment of the promise of God that a Messianic
King would be born from the line of David. It is an invitation for us as readers to hear, receive,
and proclaim the Good News in our own lives and stories.
There are various theories about the origin and source of each gospel. Some gospels hold
similar content, stemming from a central source, while some of the content is unique to each
author. For instance, Matthew’s gospel holds similar content as Mark's, but John's Gospel has
elements unique to John. What remains consistent is the teaching of Jesus as the central
fulfillment of God’s promise to the world.
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Matthew:
The first sequential
gospel of the four,
Matthew,
approaches the life
and ministry of
Jesus through a
distinctly Jewish
lens. Matthew
makes direct
connections
between the Old
Testament
Messianic promise
(promise of a
Messiah) and the
life and ministry of
Jesus as a
fulfillment of that
promise. The
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opening verses of
Matthew make the direct connection outlining the promise of Abraham, the line of David,
culminating in the birth of Jesus. Its content and focus help bridge the gap between our Old
Testament stories and the promised birth of a Savior.

Mark:
Mark is the briefest of all four of the
gospels, yet within its narrative are
pieces that are found in all four of the
gospels. Mark’s writing continually
paints Jesus in motion, always moving
from one thing to the next toward the
end, which is death and resurrection.
One unique feature of Mark’s message
is the sense of urgency by which Jesus’
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ministry takes place. Utilizing the term
“immediately” thirty-nine times, stressing the
importance of the work and the shortness of Jesus' time on earth. While Matthew stresses
Jesus as the King, Mark illustrates Jesus as the suffering servant. "For even the Son of Man
did not come to be served but to serve others and to give his life as a ransom for many.” Mark
10:45. It is important to note that the original ending of Mark is left unresolved with the woman
leaving the tomb and fleeing in fear.

Luke:
The longest book of the
gospels, Luke paints a rather
artistic portrait of the life and
ministry of Jesus. The Gospel
writer Luke was most likely a
physician but also a historian.
Much of the content within
Luke stem from the source
writing of Mark, but Luke pays
careful attention to physical
details of Jesus, those whom
he had healed, and the
outcomes of healings within
the larger context of Jesus'
ministry. Where Mark speaks
of urgency, Luke focuses on the
meals and companionship of
Jesus, all things that would
take time to be fully present
with those whom he related.
Luke uses the term Son of Man
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more than any other Gospel writer to
emphasize the humanity of Jesus in
connection to divinity. The emphasis on outreach to the disadvantaged, the outcast, and the
outsiders are amplified by Luke's use of story to speak to the life transformation that happens
to those who hear a message of salvation and respond. Luke invites readers to see the
humanity of Jesus through beautiful imagery and the interconnectedness of Jesus to those
whom he ministers. It is important to note that the author of Luke is also the same author who
wrote the book of Acts, which we will discuss later.

John:
The Gospel of John differs from the
other gospels in that the emphasis is on
the identity of Jesus. Beginning with an
immediate connection to God who
spoke creation into existence, John
connects Jesus to those spoken words
and to the God of the Old Testament.
John's focus isn't to present a
chronological narrative but rather to
connect and correct a narrative that
disconnected Jesus from God. The
emphasis on Jesus as the "Son of God,"
fully
God
and fully man, would have been a
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word of promise to those who doubted or
wondered about the faith which was being professed. "But these (words) are written that you
may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing you may have eternal
life." John 20:31. John invites hearers to a message of salvation and belief that we may be
people of light rather than of darkness.

Acts:
Why include Acts in the section on the gospels? The book of Acts was written to provide a
history of the early church and how it lived out its life and ministry together. The book of Acts
witnesses to the work of the Holy Spirit, who empowers, guides, and teaches the disciples along
the journey and as they live out their mission to bear witness to Christ in Jerusalem, Judea, and
the ends of the world. (Acts 1:8) As a result of receiving the Holy Spirit, think Pentecost, the
disciples can speak in other languages and thus the spread of the early church. Instead of a
unified language (Tower of Babel), the Holy Spirit creates a standard message spoken in various
languages.
People will spend the rest of Acts working to maintain what it means to have a common belief
and finding methods of maintaining that belief instead of losing it to interpretation and cultural
structures. Chapter 2 of Acts, we see an ideal image of community where everyone has enough
care and concern for neighbor remains central to community formation, and then the rest of
the book lays out the unsustainable nature of this ideal community and the conflict which
arises.
The book continues through the miracles and preaching of the disciples, the spread of the faith
to outsiders, and the continued wrestling of communities of faith as they live out the faith to
which they have been called.

Binge the Bible Weekly Reading Plan:
Monday: Read the opening passages of each gospel. What stands out to you about the
introduction of each book? What wonderings do you have?
Tuesday: Feeding of the Five Thousand: Matthew 14:13-21, Mark 6: 30-44, Luke 9:10-17, John
6:1-14. Who is Jesus in each of these texts? What is his temperament? What is the purpose of
feeding the people?
Wednesday: Jesus’ Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem: Matthew 21:9-11, Mark 11:8-11, Luke
19:36-38, John 12:12-13. What do you find in common between these stories? What is
different? What might the author want us to think about in this passage?
Thursday:
Jesus is Buried in the Tomb: Matthew 27:59-61, Mark 15:46-47, Luke 23:53, John 19:29-42
They went to the Tomb: Matthew 28:1, Mark 16:1, Luke 24:1, John 20:1
What do you see in common between these stories? What is different? What message do you
hear about Jesus or Jesus' ministry in these texts?
Friday: Acts 2.
What do you hear about the life of the early church? What challenges are already a part of the
story? What do you think the call is for the disciples and early believers?
Saturday: Acts 9:1-19.
Saul’s conversion invites us to wonder aloud how God works in the lives of God’s people. What
word of hope do you hear in these verses? How is Saul identified throughout the text? What
significance would Saul’s title have for the inclusion in the community?

